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Top Tips: 

• Start strong and end strong 

• Provide a range 

• Play with scale (size) 

• Have descriptions ready 



What to include in your portfolio? 



 
   

How to present your work 

Pages (available on apple devices) - PowerPoint - Google Slides - Keynote (available on Apple devices) 

Here are some applications that are very helpful when creating portfolio pages to present your work. 
This works for both physical and digital portfolios as you can also print out your sheets for your physical portfolio. 



    

  

                  
          

Scanning and playing 
Scanning apps act as a great way to export your physical content so you can play with the scale and presentation after. 

These apps are beneficial for cleaning up and brightening your work and very useful when making mood boards and collages. 

Tip: You can also photograph your work and use tools in the smartphone camera application to brighten and crop the image. 
Make sure you are photographing your work against clean backgrounds and in bright light. 



  

              

App recommendations for scanners: 

Adobe Scanner (not free) - Scanmaster - Microsoft office lens - Genius Scan 

You can also use the scanner feature that features in most printers and send 
the document to yourself and download your files that way. 



    
      

 
 

           

Playing with scale 

With a physical portfolio you can present your projects 
out in different size. For example large A3 sheets, A4 
sketchbook pages and 6X4 prints. 

In a digital portfolio you can play with scale by 
arranging your work in a way that gives the impression 
of that scale. 

Also using one image as one portfolio page entry gives 
the impression that this image is a large final outcome 
in comparison to a work covered by a lot of white 
space. 



    
 

 

Presentation pages 
Photography 
Single shots are a popular choice for presenting photography work however, you can also 
arranged work in different ways: 

Blocks Editorial spread style Unusual placements 

Tip: You can use free apps such as ‘Collage Maker’, ‘Canva’ and ‘Be Funky’ to create these collages 



  
    

   

Presentation pages: mood boards/ concept boards/ trend boards 
Using a combination of scanning and photographing and presentation applications helps you to manipulate, layer and resize your work. 
You can scan a range of you work to place together from fabric, sketches, photographs to poem books and texture. 

Tip: If you want to incorporate existing imagery into your visual boards the lasso tool in apps like Photoshop, is a great way to isolate 
particular parts of the original image. 



  
         

                    

Lasso , Polygonal and Magnetic Tool 
These three tools are a great way to make specific selections on existing imagery. It’s commonly used for creating image editing and 
image compositions. Select the area you would like to focus on and copy and paste that into your presentation application. 



  
 

 

Lasso , Polygonal and Magnetic Tool 
Once you have a range of imagery you can begin to create your image compositions for mood boards, trend boards, concepts and 
sketchbook pages 

Customer Profile 



     

Presentation pages 

Illustrations 

Illustration can be used as large scale portfolio page. You can also show your iterations through vertical, horizontal and 
diagonal arrangements 



  
    

        
 

Incorporating texture and textiles into portfolio pages 

Layering your experimentation onto your 
sketches is another way of presenting your 
portfolio pages. 

Tip: play around with placement and scale to 
help you decide on a final portfolio page that is 
clear, well informed and creative. 



Examples of portfolio pages 

Double page spread ( editorial style ) 



Examples of portfolio pages 

Sketchbook page scans Mood Board 



  

      
  

  

          

       
     

 

FAQ: Burning questions 

I have a short film I want to show? 

It’s easier to present your short film through screenshot overviews and brief descriptions 

How do I email files to myself? 

Sometimes images are to large to send over email however ‘we transfer’ is an excellent site that helps with transferring files 
across. You can use it on both your mobile devices and laptop. 

I only like a particular part of my work how can I still use it? 

You can crop particular sections of a photograph and also use lasso tools in Photoshop to isolate elements 

Do I need to provide captions or explain my work? 

It’s not necessary to provide captions however it allows your work to have more context. There will be a required section whilst 
uploading your portfolio that will ask for a brief description of your work where you can explain the general concept or 
inspiration or share techniques that you used to achieve that particular piece. 




